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EC102-36 - ECO 102 - Elm, Performance Rollershade 

ROLLERSHADE

Architecturally simple, the contemporary rollershade style is both 

beautiful and highly functional. Rolls up for a minimalistic profile at  

the top of a window or conceals within a valance or soffit structure. 

DETAILS

 Tube: Fabric rolls onto an aluminum tube and falls from rear  
  of tube closest to window. Reverse roll available. 

   Bracket and tube diameter based on weave selection,  
 method of operation, and size of shade. For minimum  
 casement depth requirements, see chart p131

 Deductions:  Shade fabric will measure narrower than specified width  
 to accommodate clutch/motor, idler, and brackets

 Bottom Hems:  Seamed bottom flat hem with aluminum internal hem bar

 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

  · If shade is specified wider than the width of the fabric it will be railroaded.  
A horizontal seam may be required

  · Outside mount shades can be mounted to ceiling or wall 

  · Shades with lengths over three times the width are not  
recommended as they may track unevenly

All rollershades  
will have a light  
gap between shade 
and head jamb

LIGHT GAPS

To cover light gap  
at top of window, 
consider a stand  
alone valance p135

Refer to casement 
depth requirement 
p131

Finished fabric 
width will measure 
narrower than the 
specified brack-
et-to-bracket width 
to accommodate 
clutch/motor, idler, 
and brackets

Shown with duplex fabric
Consider reverse roll so top  

of roll matches the shade body

Regular Roll 

Regular Roll Reverse Roll

W
indow

W
indow

HELPFUL HINTS 

  · We recommend hiring a 
professional installer to ensure 
shades are level and shimmed 
for proper operation. Frayed 
edges caused by improper 
installation will not be covered 
under craftsmanship warranty

  · Shade is 100% cordless when 
specified with Newton or 
Automation
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To finish specifying your Performance Rollershades,  

and complete your worksheet, follow this step-by-step  

process in the Style Guide:

 SELECT SHADE STYLE

 You’re on your way

 SELECT METHOD OF OPERATION

 Clutch | Newton | Automation

 SELECT UPGRADES

 Valances | Shade embellishments 

For assistance with specifying or ordering please  

contact your local representative showroom or H&F.


